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In this study, we assume there is LCEF and
examine if it works for the O+ acceleration by

1. Introduction

using three dimensional plasma energy spectra
and magnetic field data observed by Venus

We have found that spatial distributions of

Express.

escaping O+ ions (>100 eV) are different between
two IMF configurations: IMF directs nearly

2. Data selection

perpendicular to the Venus-Sun line
(perpendicular IMF case) and IMF directs nearly

In this study, we use data from ASPERA-4 and

parallel to it (parallel IMF case) [1]. In the

MAG instruments on board Venus Express. The
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4. Summary

different IMF configurations: IMF directs nearly
perpendicular to the Venus-Sun line
(perpendicular IMF case), and IMF directs nearly

Using the data from ASPERA-4 and MAG

parallel to it (parallel IMF case). We obtained 39

onboard Venus Express, we examine if LCEF is

perpendicular IMF cases and 26 parallel IMF

capable of O+ acceleration. Compared with the

cases. To ensure which convection electric fields

different spatial distributions of O+ ions between

contribute more for acceleration of the O+ ions,

two convection electric fields, we find that LCEF

we define two electric field reference frames. One

works for the O+ acceleration. We also find that a

is the VSE (Venus-Solar electric) coordinate

draped IMF generates a magnetic tension force

system where GCEF directs to the z axis and the

and/or viscous force as well as LCEF in the

other is the VLE (Venus-local electric) coordinate

induced magnetosphere, and then these effects

system where LCEF directs to the z axis.

might contribute to O+ accelerations. Therefore,
O+ acceleration at Venus may depend on the local
plasma condition rather than that of upstream

3. Observations & Discussion

solar wind.

We statistically investigated positions where O+
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